
Three meetings about journalism 
On Saturday, June 27, there will be debates about journalism from 12:45 to 2:15 pm. There will be three 

concurrent meetings, so you have to choose the one you find the most interesting. The options are: 

 

Freedom of the press 

Keynote speaker: Mogens Blicher Bjerregård, president of European Federation of 

Journalists.  

Freedom to express ourselves is just as important for journalists working in the 

sphere of agriculture and agribusiness as for any other journalists. 

Most of us have experienced pressure, for example from companies to write 

“something nice” about on agriculture. What can we do in the IFAJ to support our 

members when they become victims of pressure from companies, and sometimes 

even publishers? 

We also have had cases in which members of IFAJ have been arrested, tortured and 

jailed because they reported about e.g. market prices or growing season forecasts 

for farmers. They work in countries where governments cannot tolerate reports 

jeopardising their reputation and their power. 

How can we support our members in such regions? How can we cooperate with other associations to 

promote their independence? 

Before Mogens Blicher Bjerregård was elected president of the European Federation of Journalists, he was 

president of the Danish Union of Journalists. He has a lot of experience with fighting for journalists’ rights 

and freedom to work independently. 

 

Cooperation across borders 

Keynote speaker: John Hansen, chairman of the Danish Association for Investigative 

Journalism.  

Wikileaks, Luxleaks, PanamaPapers. The recent years have showed several cases of 

journalistic cooperations across borders. But how are these big projects coordinated 

and handled between the participating journalists? And can we in agricultural 

journalism gain anything from working across borders when we cover the big ag-

companies, the European ag policy, test of tractors or farming practice – or 

something completely else? 

The Danish journalist John Hansen from the national newspaper Politiken has a lot 

of experience in international cooperation; inter alia he has been involved in the 

Luxleak and PanamaPapers projects. He will share some important do’s and don’t’s with us. From there we 

will take a joint discussion on what we can work together on – and how. 
 

Constructive journalism 

Keynote speaker: Ulrik Haagerup, founder and CEO of Constructive Institute, c/o 

Aarhus University.  

“Constructive journalism is a response to increasing tabloidization, sensationalism 

and negativity bias of the news media today. It is an approach that aims to provide 

audiences with a fair, accurate and contextualised picture of the world, without 

overemphasising the negative and what is going wrong.” 

The lines above are a quote from the website of Constructive Institute, an 

independent institute hosted at Aarhus University in Denmark.  

What is in constructive journalism for agri-journalists, should the ag-media act more 

constructively and can a journalist be constructive and still have a critical approach to sources and 

authorities? That’s what we will discuss at this meeting. 

In the decades before Ulrik Haagerup founded Constructive Institute he had a reputation as one of the 

tough guys in Danish press. He was awarded the Danish version of the Pulitzer Prize, Cavlingprisen, for his 

investigative journalism during the 12 years he was editor-in-chief in two big media houses and in the years 

2007-2017 when he was executive director of news at the Danish Broadcasting Corporation. 
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